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SEVENTH acknowledges the traditional custodians of the
country where we work, the Wurundjeri and neighbouring
Boonwurrung people, and their continuing connection to
land, sea and community. SEVENTH pays our respects to
their Elders both past and present.

Mission & Vision
SEVENTH Gallery is a space that embraces
experimentation, risk and diverse artistic practices. We
have a commitment to supporting emerging and
underrepresented artists, curators and writers.
SEVENTH is run by a democratic board of artists and
arts professionals who champion accessibility and
affordability for artists and artist-run-initiatives. Our
diverse public program of events engages critically
with our exhibitions and broader concerns of
contemporary art. These programs encourage
collaboration with members of the community, as well
as providing mentoring and professional development
opportunities for artists and curators. SEVENTH
continually seeks to engage with the broader arts
community to foster collaboration and build creative
networks.
All positions at SEVENTH are voluntary, except for the
Gallery Manager position, which is part time. The
gallery is run through the hard work and dedication of
the volunteers and the board who passionately believe
in supporting emerging artists and their practice.

Cover Image: Installation detail of
Tahnee Edwards & Talgium Edwards,
Edwards Gammin Café, 2019

Statistical Report
26 exhibitions presented
10 public programs presented
9 emerging writers’ texts published
7,464 Facebook followers
6,099 Instagram followers
65 artists supported
6,045 onsite attendance

Image: Katie Paine, The Second Charade,
2020. Photo by Aaron CV Rees.

Manager’s Report
For SEVENTH, 2019 represents a twilight moment, largely stimulated by the first year of Creative Victoria funding, which made an
immeasurable impact in our organisation. But also because it preludes the ‘coming of age’ vicissitudes of the COVID-19 crisis in
2020, which forced us to temporarily close our doors from March 2020, onwards. Our calendar of exhibitions captures this moment
in time with charming innocence, as in retrospect, we were slowly moving towards a precipice of restrictions and volatility--like an
adolescent encountering adulthood, amidst an endless outburst of energy. The year 2020 also marks the 20th anniversary of
SEVENTH, since Jon Butt founded it in 2000, making maturescence a fitting narrative arch.
In 2019 we saw the results of our ongoing efforts to diversify the space and prioritise emerging artists, by showing creatives from
eclectic backgrounds--many of which were having their first solo exhibition. We collaborated with Deadly Fringe to mentor and
deliver a show by First Nations artists Tahnee Edwards & Talgium Edwards, and exhibited many artists from interstate, such as the
Adelaide collective IMMI, as well as recent graduates, including Gabriella D’ Costa. We also exhibited international artists Rachel
Yezbick, and Esha Pilay & Quishile Charan. Meanwhile, our Public Programs Coordinator complemented this program with artist
talks, special performances, education programs, readings and magazine launches. At the same time, our Emerging Writers
Program Coordinator worked closely with our writers in a workshop environment, to develop catalogue essays for our exhibitions.
The Board also underwent some changes, with Charlotte Christie taking an Advisory role, Hester Lyon beginning her role as Media
Strategist and Sophie Moshakis leaving her role as Honorary Member of the Board.
We began 2020 with great enthusiasm, showing international artists Sasha Khomenko & EROR TOY curated by Oxana Sitchuk,
recent graduate Ari Tampubolon, and interstate artists Danny Jarratt and Kate O’ Boyle, among others. Alas, the health crisis of
COVID-19 struck our shores and we had to close our doors in March 2020. We launched a new website and responded to our
temporary closure by screening one film a day by Sydney based collective Garden Reflexx. Followed by a program of physical
screenings in our front window at night, funded by Creative Yarra. Behind doors, we instigated a profound and ambitious journey
of growth that later saw us relocating the gallery, restructuring the Board and drafting a new Strategic and Development Plan. The
same year, Anita Spooner resigned from Public Programs Coordinator and we dissolved the role alongside Partnerships.
As for the future, we are moving forward with an increased sense of vigour alongside a newfound state of bloom.

Diego Ramirez
SEVENTH Gallery Manager

Mohamed Chamas, ( ﺳﺎﯾﺒﺮ ﺗﺼﻮفcyber tasawwuf), 2019. Photo by Leela Schauble.

Exhibition Program
18th July – 9th August 2019
Gallery 1

Gallery 2

7UP

Rachel Yezbick
It’s Tricky

Mohamed Chamas
( ﺳﺎﯾﺑر ﺗﺻوفcyber tasawwuf)

Yezbick’s work examines the impact of decentralized global
conflict on contemporary morals and social relationships by
applying and radically altering the rules of her former discipline,
cultural anthropology. She frequently uses the dyad, the smallest
social unit, to explore how capitalism, money and the social
bears on the formation of intimate relationships. How is the
intimacy between two people of differing backgrounds informed
by and reflective of impinging social structures? How does shared
and divergent aspiration and desire comment upon underlying
social values? With this unit, Yezbick comments upon the
performances of everyday life, the legerdemain of social roles
(the panhandler, the security guard, the art student, the
documentary filmmaker) and the ways in which we consciously
and unconsciously use, manipulate and aestheticize these roles
in order to be seen and heard.

( ﺳﺎﯾﺑر ﺗﺻوفcyber tasawwuf) is a Virtual Reality (VR) experience
that explores an Islamic Sufi meditation that uses the Lataif
E’sitta (the six subtleties). These are marked in the chest where
they draw in spiritual 'energy' and correspond simultaneously to
psychological and celestial space.
The meditation, or dhikr (worship), resembles Prophet
Muhammad’s (pbuh) single night ascent into the heavens (Mi’raj).
The semi-autobiographical piece crosses aesthetics of the
modern technological - namely ‘cyborgian’ methodologies - with
the Islamic cosmological - specifically the folk religious mystic
practice known as Sufism. The mystical becomes digital,
problematizing our conceptions of each. The oriental other - as a
prosthetic in public space - ensouls this cyberspace questioning
disenchantment, conceptions of the Muslim body and the nature
of digital space. ( ﺳﺎﯾﺑر ﺗﺻوفcyber tasawwuf) investigates how
Muslim subjectivity might interface with new and emerging
technologies to agitate the demystified, white ‘cyborg’ body.

Alexandra Ragg, Holly Block, Kari Lee McInnneny-McRae, Lucy
McMillan, Yi Pei Loh. Curated by Kelly Yoon.
After The Sandstorm
“Once the sandstorm is over you won’t remember how you made
it through, how you managed to survive. You won’t
even be sure whether the storm is really over. But one thing is
certain. When you come out of the storm, you won’t be the same
person who walked in. That is what this sandstorm is all about.” –
Haruki Murakami.
After the Sand Storm celebrates the metamorphosis of the self as
a stronger being through survival and overcoming hardship.
Inspired by the metaphoric usage of a sand storm in Haruki
Murakami’s novel “Kafka on the Shore”, this exhibition will
showcase the personal narratives of six local and international
artists, exploring the transformative power of intellectual,
spiritual, and physical personal growth. Unique self-reflections
and understandings of the fluidity of human and environmental
relationships with one’s identity are presented in a variety of
artistic forms, including performance, sculpture, photography,
and video.

Installation view of Anathema: Kicking a Dead Horse, curated by Emanuel Rodriguez Chaves, 2019. Image by Aaron CV Rees.

Exhibition Program
15th August - 6th September 2019
Gallery 1 & 7UP

Gallery 2

Yundi Wang, Madeleine Peters, Aaron Christopher Rees, Peter
Narzisi & Sanja Pahoki. Curated by Emanuel Rodriguez Chaves.
Anathema: Kicking a Dead Horse

Linda Sok
Soft Monument

Anathema: Kicking A Dead Horse is a group show about images that
bypass linear and explicit narratives or linear constructions of
history. They propose associations or alternative ways to read the
world and their relationship with it and the rest of us. These works
could be called dislocations or propositions for a dialogue. What
type of exchange is this? It is unclear, but this very question is what
lures us to their work.
Through the dynamics of art, these images are resurrected and
come back stronger. Lighting new roads and creating new
associations. History devours itself and regurgitates its own
demons. I claim that images today are far more critical than we
think. Being surrounded by them daily creates the illusion of their
harmlessness. We see them as almost innocuous mirages. But
images play a double-bind: on the one hand, they are just pictures
on surfaces. Not to be taken literately. On the other hand, images
can motivate movements, actions; their use can instigate even
global political events. This group of works attempts to question
the double bind quality of images.

Soft Monument (2019) is an exhibition that looks to subvert the
way the Khmer Rouge Regime has been memorialised in
Cambodia. Stupas, large scale monuments erected to
memorialise the Khmer Rouge Regime hold the bones of its
victims in carelessly stacked mounds. This exhibition contests
these sites and instead focuses on the proper memorialisation of
the Khmer Rouge’s victims to promote healing amongst
survivors and their descendants.
The exhibition engages with the materiality of Joss paper, a
paper traditionally burnt and used in a Chinese-Cambodian
ritual to remember past ancestors. The work softly and subtly
hints towards the ongoing trauma caused by the genocide
through the use of Joss paper and highlights the absence of the
proper treatment of the bodies of Khmer Rouge victims. The
space opposes the confrontational sites in Cambodia, which
remain tokenistic gestures predominantly catering towards
tourists rather than the Cambodian people they are intended for.

Tahnee Edwards & Talgium Edwards, Edwards Gammin Café, 2019. Photo by Aaron CV Rees.

Exhibition Program
12th September – 4th October 2019
Gallery 1

Gallery 2

7UP

Manon Mikolaitis
Who Speaks Your Truth?

Jess Taylor
Love Works

Tahnee Edwards & Talgium Edwards
Edwards Gammin Café

Who speaks your truth? is an examination of the photographic
medium and its long-standing affiliation with memory.
Photographs are dealt with as pictorial testimonies to the
existence of recorded facts, used as containers of memory to
stave off forgetfulness. But what good are these photographs in
staving off forgetfulness once severed from their referent? Whose
truth do they speak to once undergoing a change in ownership? A
shift in ownership unknowingly gives rise to the autonomy of the
image as an object that does not care for the desires of its user.
The photographs role as a mimetic object is therefore finite, no
longer intended to serve as a reminder of the past, but instead
becoming a suggestion, leaving all speculative work to the
viewer. The purposeful pairing of photographs in Who speaks
your truth? merges disparate narratives from which emerges a
new dialogue, offering an alternative approach to the reading of
images that have been severed from their origins.

Love Works is a series of work exploring the human emotion par
excellence, love – as labour, as obligation, as consuming fire, as
heavy weight. Recent life events – the loss of a close friend, the
birth of a new child, the near implosion of a family unit – have
thrown my complicated relationship to love into focus. These
works are my attempt to catalogue the ways in which I love, and
reconcile them with the pure love archetypes presented
throughout my upbringing and by society at large.

Welcome to Edwards’ Gammin Café! In this exhibition Tahnee
Edwards of Gammin Threads has joined forces with her dad,
Uncle (Choco) Talgium Edwards, to explore the black history and
spirit of Fitzroy and dirty Gerty through their respective mediums
including: Graphics, installation and wood burning. Drawing not
only from Uncle Talgiums personal connection with Fitzroy, but
his work on No Jurisdiction, the works will be an opportunity to
explore the entitlement of gentrification and reclaim this
historically black and working class area.

Using my own image, manipulated, dissected, and hybridised,
Love Works draws heavily upon mythological monsters and
narratives, cloaking my experiences of love in a shared symbolic
language. It is through this shared language that personal
experiences become our collective stories, that we are offered
the catharsis of seeing language that personal experiences
become our collective stories, that we are offered the catharsis of
seeing our hearts reflected in monsters, and that unspoken
emotions can form part of our societal dialogue.
This exhibition was supported by the city of Yarra

Talgium is a Yorta Yorta / Mutti Mutti / Boonwurrung / Palawa /
Taungurung artist who practices painting, emu egg carving and
wood burning. Talgium is a storyteller, activist, and has
exhibited nationally and internationally as an artist. Tahnee is a
graphic designer who launched her label Gammin Threads is
2018. Inspired by a love of typography, language and blak pride,
the label consists of deadly chillwear for mob who believe in
living colourfully, paying respect and empowering women.
This exhibition was supported by Melbourne Fringe and Koorie
Heritage Trust.

Ellen Yeong Gyeong Son, In the name of love : 사랑이란 이름으로,, 2019. Photo by Lucy Foster.

Exhibition Program
10th October – 1st November 2019
Gallery 1

Gallery 2

7UP

Yuqing Chen & Claire Bridge
Repair

Misspersonnes
Void

Ellen Yeong Gyeong Son
In the name of love : 사랑이란 이름으로

Claire Bridge and Yuqing Chen confront legacies of gendered
violence and cultural oppression. Together they highlight
language as sites of culturally specific transmission of violence.
Chen speaks from her Chinese Mandarin background and Bridge
from her culturally Deaf/Auslan background with her bodyassociated, spatial use of visual language. Together, their works
share a language of materials; both using fabric, embroidery,
stitching and weaving and incorporating these in various ways
with digital images, photography or found objects.

“About 99% of our body is made up of hydrogen, carbon,
nitrogen and oxygen. When you cut yourself, the wreckage of the
stars spills out. To a vast cosmic being, each of us would appear
to be… on the verge of disassemblage and dissolution.” –
Misspersonnes

In In the name of love : 사랑이란 이름으로, Son explores the
understanding of ‘love’ when an individual fails to perform their
national identity given at birth. Using resin, bath scrub towels,
video and cellophane, Son creates a shrine-like space, where
one’s memories and experience have accumulated since
childhood. In this space, Son explores the act of scratching and
scrubbing as a form of meditation to rethink and construct one’s
identity, as well as a removal of trauma and displacement of
familial love. Through this repetitive labour, Son investigates the
uniformity that families, the nurturing platforms, may enforce
onto individuals, and the transitional line that lies between
nurture and abuse. Through the lens of cultural hybridity, Son
invites viewers to explore the unsettled senses of belonging in the
name of (their) love.

Claire Bridge draws on the pivotal essay by Audre Lorde, The
Transformation of Silence into Language and Action, to confront
the nature of silence and silencing alone with its embodied
experience through soft sculptural works.
Yuqing Chen uses photography and stitched mark making, both
viscerally imposed on the body and rupturing the surface of
photographs, elucidating Confucian instructions on obedience
and the role of women in the Chinese family.

Void is an installation on the verge of disassemblage, it has a hint
of mise en scène, traverses the intersections of anthropology,
consciousness, metaphysics and tourism. Inspired by Lynchian
films of the surreal, the objects which inhabit real and imagined
narratives of growth and dissolution.
It dials up the living dialogue among silent things. Left
unattended and oscillating between the staged and the
unselfconscious, these objects exist in an abundant exchange
between over past and the future, the animate and the
inanimate, the true and the false, the artisanal and the industrial,
the secular and the sacred, reality and fiction.

Proudly supported by Yarra City Council.

Esha Pilay & Quishile Charan, We Do Not Have Enough to Satisfy Our Bellies, 2019. Photo by Aaron CV Rees.

Exhibition Program
7th November – 29th November 2019
Gallery 1

Gallery 2

7UP

MJ Flamiano
The Bone is the Seed

Badra Aji
Rindu

Esha Pilay & Quishile Charan
We Do Not Have Enough to Satisfy Our Bellies

Through listening to a Tagalog language learning podcast, I come
to the realisation that the word ‘butó’, meaning ‘bone’ in English
also has the secondary meaning of ‘seed’. It is through this
innocuous discovery that I am reminded of the memory of my
mum, a first-generation migrant from the Philippines, referring to
the pit and the seed of the mango as the ‘bone’; a frequent error
in her speech, which as a child, I would instinctively correct with
irritation. By reflecting on the nuances of translation I reconsider
my identity and relationship with the languages of Tagalog and
English in a series of drawings and photographic prints, derived
from the discarded husks of fruit, seeds, and childhood
experience.

Rindu, in Bahasa Indonesia, is the feeling of longing for loved
ones or a familiar place. Drawing from his personal photographic
archives and real encounters, Badra Aji puts together a seminarrative work that sits between the melancholic and absurd.
Images are cut and reconfigured, portraits are partially covered,
whilst parts of the images are left empty. Using drawings as
visual poetry, Aji presents the idea that the feeling of being lost
has nothing to do with our physical location. Displacement does
not emerge from the absence of home. Instead, it comes up when
one’s cultural and philosophical background is not understood
by their surroundings. Being displaced is not the same as being in
the wrong place; displacement is a result of being unwelcomed.

1920 marked the end of all Girmit contracts under indentured
labour. Indenture—the colonial sugar economy built for Empire
and colonial states such as Australia and New Zealand—was
crumbling under the labour sabotage acts of resistance led by
coolies or girmitiya. The 1920 strike was inevitable: tensions in
the country were reaching a zenith as food shortages increasingly
affected girmitiya; the cost of living had surpassed daily wages;
Empire was grasping for a control that was, at last, surpassing its
reach; state-sanctioned paranoia was growing; and anxieties that
the British Empire would introduce a new system of bonded
labour spread across the coolie community. The girmitiya were
awaiting their new future and decided to take political action to
combat a colonial state that had only seen them as labouring
units—animals that toiled in the fields.
The phrase “we do not have enough to satisfy our bellies” was
uttered, screamed, and pleaded throughout historical moments
up to and during the 1920 strike. This new exhibition re-visits the
strike through archival material, secondary sources, oral
accounts, and newspaper articles to dismantle the ever-present
colonial and patriarchal voices that dominate and steal these
narratives from the female girmitiya who led this strike. We Do
Not Have Enough to Satisfy Our Bellies centres female girmitiya
acts of resistance as brave and courageous at a time of increased
violence.

Installation view: IMMI, 2019. Photo by Lucy Foster.

Exhibition Program
4th December – 20th December 2019
Gallery 1

Gallery 2

7UP

Gabriella D’Costa
Inside Jokes

Sophie Penkethman-Young
Woolworths Orchid

IMMI
IMMI

Inside Jokes is a mostly auditory exploration into the
uncomfortable convergence of humour and shame that arises
while confronting the familial practices that come to shape us.
The project was initiated with a focus on linguistic and
phonological discomfort: being a first generation migrant and the
fly-on-the-wall feeling of being simultaneously privy to but not
vocally adept with both culture’s sociolects.

Woolworths Orchid is a video installation by artist Sophie
Penkethman-Young. The work continues her interest in the mass
consumption of digital and natural objects.

MANIFESTO - Culture is stored in thousands of years of tradition,
but is born through smaller intuitive ideas, accidents and
interpretations. Since we live in a society that has and is
becoming more globalised, the mixtures of cultures are more
varied than ever before. New globalised linguistic and cultural
varieties are not built into ideas of what we hold as
authentic cultural bodies. They are the vernacular hybrids that –
with a different idea of home -; are thrown into the ‘multicultural’
soup.

Making field recordings of my family’s conversations to realise
this phenomenon aurally, I found that the source of discomfort
ran deeper than accents and phrases alone; it was rooted in a
recurrent and inescapable content: religion. The soundscape of
Inside Jokes is accompanied by a handful of visual cues to
illustrate this familial space which holds, within banal effects, the
gravity of earnest belief. Together the works disclose the rituals,
anecdotes and ephemera of my religious and cultural upbringing.
It is only the start of an ongoing investigation and disclosure.

The hybrid’s indifference is that they aren’t of a single, ancient
civilisation; rather of several. They’re home is plurally vernacular,
they identify with mixed cultures of the future, identities that
haven’t been invented yet. And so, their instinctive need for
archetypal tradition is thrown into confusion. The archetypes of
culture give us comfort in our identity. Partaking in traditions,
ceremonies and other cultural practices brings communities
together. And so, even people without a concrete
cultural identity need to partake in cultural traditions. Across the
world our cultural landscapes are overlapping and so we must be
decisive, resourceful and empathic; but for the most part:
Creative.
The cure for the alienation that hybrids face – from
homelessness, mass migration and displacement – is to identify
with a cultural language of our own. So that we can feel at home
like our ancestors did. The time has come for hybridism to be
categorised. For the idiosyncrasies of multiculturalism to
be represented. We must glorify each event of cultural mixing, we
must present ceremonious traditions of cultural hybridism.
Bring on the IMMI

Edwina Green, Defying Damage, 2020. Photo by Aaron CV Rees.

Exhibition Program
9th January – 31st January 2020
Gallery 1

Gallery 2

7UP

Molly Stephenson
Conscious Systems

Katie Paine
The Second Charade

Edwina Green
Defying Damage

Conscious Systems has been created to reflect upon occultism in
the twenty-first century, as well as to draw upon Timothy
Morton’s ideology of ‘the new natural’- where humans and
nonhumans can co-exist in harmony through transformation and
rebirth. My aim was to create a habitat for these mutations and
objects to exist within. These sculptures are a combination of
whimsical, murky moulds of soap, tea candles, toxic kitsch
materials and ceramics. I manipulate and assemble these anarch
forms to allude to metamorphosis, seduction, violence and ruin.
Burning, melting, oozing, thawing and leaking are some of the
tactile procedures I engage within as reflections of mankind’s
violence and brutality towards nature. My installations have
tended to evoke conversations about faerie junkyards and the
dichotomy of the organic and synthetic. Conversely, this has also
lead me to want to investigate the obscurity of the occultist and
supernatural in further depth, as opposed to merely the fantasy
of folklore and growths.

The installation The Second Charade adopts the structure of a
board game to explore the methods we use to record and
understand history and time. For this exhibition, Katie Paine
seeks to trouble the power structures inherent within the
institutions that preserve and disseminate information. During
the early Middle Ages, the Church acted as a gatekeeper for the
majority of printed material. The advent of book–binding and the
birth of illuminated manuscripts led to the amassing of
transcribed texts that formed a cornerstone of the canon of
Western knowledge. This project references the theological
reforms now known as The Dissolution of the Monasteries (15361541): an occurrence during which the Crown destroyed
monastic libraries, purging written material it considered deviant
or blasphemous. This exhibition imagines a space in which the
accepted linear narrative of history can be unpacked and
possibly reconfigured.

Defying Damage is Edwina Green’s debut solo show, including
works created between 2018 and 2019. The erasure of Indigenous
epistemologies within Australia’s psyche, is an act that is
continually embodied, which bleeds itself into the postcolonial
illusion; the narrative of this removes Indigenous people, work,
voice and bodies from the metaphorical microphone, and
neglects our ways of being at the forefront of existence.
Edwina’s practice that is experimental, engaging and
interdisciplinary speaks volumes to her being as an Aboriginal
person existing off country, in an urban environment, and how
this is a relative existence for many Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people. She creates conversations that questions how
our own interactions with space, ecological systems and
institutions inevitably play a role in the erasure of Indigenous
peoples and practices. Who’s job is it to decolonise? Who is
responsible for reclaiming culture and language? Who is playing
the biggest role in the degradation and destruction of our land?
Thank you to the Menzies Foundation who funded the making of
one of these works.

Installation view: Sunken Links, curated by Oxana Sitchuk, 2020. Photo by Lucy Foster.

Exhibition Program
6th February – 28th February 2020
Gallery 1

Gallery 2

7UP

Ezz Monem
Delivered Orders

Whitney Arlana
The Screw of a Door’s Latch

Sasha Khomenko & EROR TOY. Curated by Oxana Sitchuk.
Sunken Links

A series of images documenting my time working as an Uber Eats
delivery person during my first year as a full-time art student in
Melbourne. While making deliveries, I carried a small Diana Mini
film camera in my pocket that divides each 35mm frame into two
half-frames. The first half-frame of each image depicts the
restaurant where I pick up the order, while the second depicts the
destination where I deliver it. Each photograph is accompanied
by the date and time of the order, the money I earned making the
delivery, and a line tracing the path I took with my bike.

The Screw of a Door’s Latch is a work that engages with
technological growth and the vulnerabilities and fear it can
create. The work stems from a personal experience of living in an
environment where such problems are becoming an epidemic.
When using public bathrooms, I’d notice dozens of holes in the
cubicle walls filled with toilet paper. I saw warnings in South
Korean female Facebook groups about cameras being hidden in
taxis, subways, change-rooms and even assumedly safe hotel
rooms. The footage and photos are streamed onto anonymous
websites where subscribers watch woman unannounced in
private moments, unaware of their audience. This leaves woman
with feelings of vulnerability, paranoia and the fear of being
publicly displayed. Subsequently, many are dismissed for being
overreactive or irrational.

Born in 2000 in a Russian city Kaliningrad Sasha Khomenko
emigrated in Australia at the age of 7. Speaking and thinking in
English, in her works Sasha tries to fetch the glimpses of Russian
idioms and images, that would emerge in her mind when she is
around her family. Having spent most time of her life in Australia,
Sasha wraps the Russian nucleus of her works in the Australian
environment.

I started working with Uber Eats to make money, but soon
became more interested in the delivery process for the images
that it produced. I take this possibility as a motivation to
continue working in an unremarkable job, transforming labor
into a kind of fieldwork, studying the emergent phenomenon of
online third-party food delivery from the perspective of the
delivery person. The resulting works virtually connect places in
the city through the photography process and the lines that
depict these relations.

This is where the work departs and aims to convey the lived
experience, both through the chaos and calm of potentially being
watched.

Sunken Links is a result of Sasha’s collaboration with a Russian
artist Eror Toy. By working with Eror Toy, Sasha was reintroduced
to the Russian culture from a local perspective. Together Sasha
and Eror Toy dissect individual and collective memory by
vandalising a typical Russian lift cabin. They recreated the design
of the cabin which is identical all across Russia and scratched on
its walls their living chronicles in the form of catchy phrases and
caricature drawings.
Supported by TOLK Gallery, Arsenal/National Centre for
Contemporary Arts.

Detail: Ari Tampubolon, Symposia: This show is dedicated to K-pop girl group, TWICE. I love you, 2020. Photo by Aaron CV Rees.

Exhibition Program
5th March – 27th March 2020
Gallery 1

Gallery 2

7UP

Ari Tampubolon
Symposia: This show is dedicated to K-pop girl group, TWICE. I love
you.

Danny Jarratt
N EȌ ǦĹĮT C H CIŢY

Kate O’Boyle
Confessions of a critical arts practice

In an immersive installation of digital paintings, videogame
design and sculptural work, N EȌ ǦĹĮT C H CIŢY critiques the
heteronormativity consistently presented in videogames.
Inspired by writings about heteronormativity by Judith Butler
and the queer potential of the glitch by Judith Halberstram, Neo
Glitch City offers a mediocre videogame were you control a
villager in a fantasy city. All the doors are locked, and everyone
only talks about heterosexuality. Exhausted and bored, you leave
the city and head into a cave where you find a new home. You are
left in a disorientating world of technicolor and pixelation. Left to
puzzle over what order might look like, where the walls might be,
how we might navigate the un-navigated.

Confessions of a critical arts practice (2020), documents a series of
confessions made to Catholic priests about my attempts to
engage in institutional critique. Raised Catholic, I experienced
latent feelings of guilt as my practice took an increasingly critical
stance towards the Church. What began as a sudden impulse to
seek out some priestly advice, resulted in a year-long
undertaking that saw me travel across Australia, seeking out
absolution.

Delving into the history of soft power politics and its broader
relevance in the scope of contemporary exhibition practices,
‘Symposia’ is Ari Tampubolon’s debut stage. Examining cultural
productions of a collectivised image through performance and
research, Tampubolon’s work questions the structural exhibition
and its formal qualities. There is, however, a tinge of irony that
cuts through the spine of this critical approach to culture;
pointing towards a fallacy implies an existence within and a
thorough understanding of the ecology in which this fallacy is
situated. Cognitive. Critiquing institution warrants a critique of
the self. Dissonance.
‘Symposia’ levels the mechanics behind contemporary art and
dialectics at the limelight. Surfacing the moral paradoxes within
the dynamics of cultural production, exposing the process of
institutionalising the happily resistant artist, who also wants to
be like, a really sick dancer.

For the lost, they can refer to the paintings in the exhibition
space. They function as paintings and maps.
This exhibition was supported by the Helpmann Academy.

What remains of my time in the confessional booth are hours of
audio documenting my confessions. While the priests and I sat
divided by the infamous grille, we managed to engage in
discussions about the place of contemporary art in the Church,
the differences between ethics and sin, and the contemporary
Church’s stance on institutional critique.

Yuqing Chen & Claire Bridge, Repair, 2019. Photo by Lucy Foster.

Emerging Writers Program
Void
Anna Smith

“Feeling is Knowledge”: Re-tell and Re-correct
Hajer Al-awsi

What the sea knows
Maria Griffin

This text was presented alongside the exhibition
Void by Misspersonnes.

This text was presented alongside the exhibition We Do Not Have
Enough to Satisfy Our Bellies by Esha Pillay & Quishile Charan

This text was presented alongside the exhibition
Who Speaks Your Truth? by Manon Mikolaitis.

We are looking at turning the stage into a
chthonic labyrinth. A crucible of real meat,
matter in the labyrinth becomes gloopy
stalagmites, lava, sticky dough, candle wax.
The candles draw in wandering moths. The
candle flame is initially a stranger, but its flame
flickers in reply to their wingbeats. However,
soon enough it’s extinguished, and the wax
hardens into twisted shapes. We will rig a
balsamic moon and the moths will
subsequently see that and attempt to reach it.

Excerpt: “Supremacy.

Excerpt: “Sometimes, I wonder if I’m telepathic. Say I’m driving,
thinking about the Go-Betweens, and a Go-Betweens song comes
on the radio. For a second, it feels like more than a coincidence.
For that moment, I sense there is some pattern, or meaning, just
outside my grasp; some simple
thing I have not yet understood about my place in the universe.

As baby moths, they’d dreamed of crawling up
the rings of Saturn coiled like a spring, a sine
wave, colossal particles lit with gold. Flying in
isosceles formation they keep their eyes fixed
in its direction, aware that it might flicker out
and leave the black sky an empty stage. If they
reach it, they may remember that in their
dream, upon ascension, the precession of the
equinoxes halted.
Underground, matter sings in a steaming bath
of kindness, restless clouds of atoms. Galaxies
of stage lights chatter, the moths soar, they lie
on their backs in the current, moonlight
moving, Saturn too solid and far away to touch,
and spheres align, mirrored by the water you
were born in.
Anna Smith is a Melbourne theatremaker.

A heavy word. But it needn’t be. If we strip it down it means
superior, higher, above all. Or in the slang of my Western Sydney
hometown, ‘up yourself’. What happens when a group of people
who are ‘up themselves’ hold power and teach everyone who is
not in their clique that they are…inferior.

To have the power to erase is, the most terrifying power.”

Outside of such moments, I put this down to a deep-seated,
human longing to find evidence that my life, and all human life
on earth, is not just a randomly occurring, insignificant thing; that
there is some deeper, hidden pattern or meaning, other than the
meaning you make of it for yourself as you go along.”

Hajer is an emerging writer and performer. From short stories to
essays to plays, her work flirts with themes of womanhood
particularly within Arab diaspora identity formation. She is
currently interrogating and experimenting with feminine and
masculine archetypal traditions, within folklore, fairy-tale and
fable style storytelling.

Maria Griffin’s writing practice incorporates exhibition texts,
reviews, essays and poetry. Her work has appeared recently in
Southerly, Not Very Quiet, Talking Writing, Right Now, and
Writing In the Expanded Field, produced by ACCA + RMIT
non/fictionLab. She lives on the unceded lands of the Kulin
Nations.

Well… we’ve seen it. We see it. Colonialism.
Genocide. Erasure.

Emerging Writers Program
(an exercise in confucian ethics)
Hannah Wu

orchidelirium
Morgan Nunan

This text was presented alongside the exhibition
Repair by Claire Bridge and Yuqing Chen.

This text was presented alongside the exhibition
Woolworths Orchard by Sophie Penkethman-Young.

Excerpt:

Excerpt:

1. 孝, Filial Piety

VI.
fast forward now — decades, a century?
until orchids can only be found
in captivity

the kitchen is warm in spring
peking opera blares from a UE boom
she warbles along, mincing garlic and an enormous fish
is cradled in wads of thin tracing paper
peaches shiver in the plastic fruit bowl
the size of a bucket, persimmons
crouch at the sticky altar table
underneath a photograph of a withered family
virtue is kneaded and compressed
when in latent heat, it takes form
in the splatters of oil from the frying pan

孝 (xiao) is comprised of:
老 (lao, old)
and 子 (zi, son)
you should respect
that this is what’s best for you,
when you can only think about yourself so i ask my mother, if it is possible to separate love from
deference? but she sighs with resolve,
and the knife glides across the silk screen

or as genetic cheats (test tube orchids)
best suited for room temperature kitchen bench
lighting
— the moth orchid is the french bulldog of the
vegetable
kingdom
the last thylacine died in a Hobart zoo
in nineteen thirty-seven
watch her on Youtube, nervously circling behind
chicken wire
she yawns then scratches her side like a dog
when do online representations
become more natural than the natural world?
see wild orchids and thylacines
at the digital museum of natural history
Morgan Nunan is an emerging Australian writer based in Naarm
(Melbourne). His short fiction has been published in a number of
Australian literary magazines, most recently appearing in the
Australian Book Review.

Rachel Pakula
This text was presented alongside the exhibition
Soft Monument by Linda Sok.
Excerpt:
“A friend once said to me, off-hand, that he thinks grandparents
are the most important thing for raising a well-balanced child.
Sitting in a clammy pool of generational trauma that I somehow
feel disconnected from, I wish that my grandparents were
involved in my raising too. I know as a fact that they fled the
holocaust but I never really spoke with them about it. The more I
grow up, the more questions I ask about the horrors of Europe in
the 1940s, the more slivers of information I get, to tie myself to an
understanding of the trauma in my blood.”
Rachel Pakula is an art writer based in Naarm with half-Jewish
heritage. Working with site-specificity, she engages the body and
the mind through walking methodologies and research,
combining the results in an inwardly spiralling approach to an
end goal of emotional healing and a growth of knowledge in both
solitary and group contexts. Her focus on the body in her work
culminates in the holding of group walks and an interest in
subverting societal pressures on the body’s behaviour in public.
Rachel graduated from Monash University’s Bachelor of Art
History and Curating in 2018.

Emerging Writers Program
She loves like
Tegan Webb

author’s intent
Ange Crawford

On Watching
Kat Capel

This text was presented alongside the exhibition Love Works by
Jess Taylor.

This text was presented alongside the exhibition
The bone is the seed by MJ Flamiano.

This text was presented alongside the exhibition
The Screw of a Door’s Latch by Whitney Arlana.

Excerpt:

Excerpt:

“that makes me arch my blood. I am her mother.

“Do you remember being very young and
coming to understand the world around
you in its language of burning and
goosebumps and bitterness and jitters?

Excerpt: “What does it mean to watch footage of a person going
to the toilet, an act that most of us engage in daily, an act so
totally benign to the human race that it is almost
inconsequential? Cars on a highway rolling by without accident?
A dog in the driveway turning circles for no apparent reason?
What does it mean to watch the end of the world? Is such
watching just the necessary fallout of our seemingly endless
quest to know ourselves?

My mother knows how to hold her head up to get the best blood
drip. Tonight she is taking us to get midnight snacks at the new
supermarket in the center of town. She pushes a shopping trolley
full of all of us up and down the aisles, dropping stolen pick and
mix nuts directly into our mouths. Her head sits cradled in the
children’s seat, dripping long strands onto the wheel-scuffed
floor. I feel my own blood being pulled to the surface of my skin
by the fluorescent lights, and it stings a bit, like the brush of a
feather across my face. I arch both towards and away from her,
my mouth wet and open. I need her to know that I am just as
thirsty as my sisters.”
Tegan Webb is a writer, zine and digital art maker from
Melbourne. Her work has appeared in various publications
including Ibis House and Scum Mag, in her own self published
zines and on her itch.io page. She writes mostly about strange
creatures who have a lot of feelings and tweets sometimes
@toriholic23.

At first, only a few stuttered words—
imprecise instruments that often left you
clambering in screaming frustration?
In those beginning moments, did you ever
reach out to tug on a loved one’s sleeve,
asking them: what does that mean?
And then did you say and scream those first
blunt words until they grew heavy and wore
down the wordless imprints that came
before?
What texts, then, started to appear in your
life?”
Ange Crawford is a writer living in Melbourne. She is most
interested in queering texts, fragmenting them, and exploring the
limitations of language. She holds a Master of Arts (Writing) from
Swinburne.

The act of watching implies separation, for to watch something
one must first believe themselves be separate, but of course as
people watching other people we can never really do this.”
Kat Capel is an experimental nonfiction writer and the co-director
of expanded literary practice space ReadtheRoom. Their writing
focuses on the poetics of narration, is often conversational and
blunt in style, and contains a merging of forms such as, but not
limited to; poetry, prose, screen/playwriting, image and found
text. Kat aims to use their writing to lure meaning from real or
imagined happenings of political love, horniness, place, grief and
gender.

Prototype Launch Party at SEVENTH Gallery.

Events & Public Programs

SEVENTH Public Programs
Artist Talk
Kelly Yoon & Mohamed Chamas
July 7, 2019
Curator Kelly Yoon and Artist Mohamed Chamas
discuss their current exhibitions.

Prototype Launch Party
Feat. James Nguyen & Gabriella Hirst
August 8, 2019
James Nguyen investigates the lost suburban
history of the Nissen Huts, a fugitive form of
20th century, flat-packed military architecture
in Australia that housed his father immediately
after the trauma of immigrating from Vietnam.
And Gabriella Hirst takes us to Verdun, France,
to a forested town decimated first by the battles
of World War 1, and then again by a terrible 21st
Century storm, which villagers remember in
voiceover.

A Rose For (band)
September 9, 2019
A Rose For (band) will improvise and react to the
installation of the show Anathema: Kicking A
Dead Horse.

Artist Talk
Tahnee Edwards & Uncle Talgium Edwards
September 9, 2019

BREATHING TOGETHER
Amaara Raheem
November 11, 2019

A night of eating and dancing, featuring spoken
word by Uncle Talgium Edwards, a live musical
response by Isaac Barton, DJ sets by Soju Gang
and DJ Don’t Underestimate My Pussy, and a
feed by Mabu Mabu. This event will begin at
Seventh Gallery, culminating in a party at Bus
projects. Deadly Fringe is produced by Kalyani
Mumtaz & Savanna Kruger.

BREATHING TOGETHER is a new collaboration in
partnership with Dancehouse and SEVENTH
Gallery, bringing dance-art communities
together to respond to choreographies of air.
Choreographer, performer, writer: Amaara
Raheem
Singer, performer: Susan Bamford Caleo
Writer, performer: Theron Schmidt
Improviser, performer: Peter Trotman
Musician: Jon Di Napoli
Sound Engineer, Dramaturge: Roslyn Oades

Events & Public Programs

SEVENTH Public Programs
Education Program
Ellen Yeong Gyeong Son
October 10, 2019
An artist talk accompanied by a sewing
workshop by Ellen Yeong Gyeong Son on the
26th of October at SEVENTH Gallery. In this
program, Son will talk about the featured works
in her current exhibition, “In the name of love :
사랑이란 이름으로”, the meaning of love in the
ideal nurturing space called, ‘family’, and the
transitional line that lies between nurture and
abuse. There will be an hour workshop of
sewing Korean bath towels into a 3 x 3 quilt as a
meditation of practicing and embracing
different identities that people embody. All
materials are provided for the workshop.
This exhibition is proudly sponsored by Yarra
City Council.

Artist Talk
Quishile Charan, Esha Pillay, Manisha Anjali and
Shivanjani Lal
November 11, 2019
Hear artists and researchers of Girmit descent
discuss the themes of the exhibition We do not
have enough to fill our bellies; how we work to
repair the lack of recorded female Girmit
history; and what it means to reclaim a space as
a descendant—to tell your own histories.

Sick Leave
Hanna Wu, Scott Robinson & Alexandra Hollis
December 12, 2019
sick leave — a monthly reading series and
sometimes-journal — are excited to be working
with SEVENTH for an afternoon at the gallery.
Join us on Dec 7 for readings in response to an
exhibition presented by Adelaide-based art
collective, IMMI, a service for helping people
deal with and communicate their cultural
baggage. Hannah Wu, Scott Robinson and
Alexandra Hollis will share their responses to
IMMI’s exhibition — engaging with the
provocation of a new language called Tempiosa
amongst other offerings…

Artist Talk
Katie Paine
January 1, 2020
Join artist Katie Paine and Anita Spooner to
discuss the exhibition The Second Charade.
Paine will touch on illuminated manuscripts,
game theory and how fictional narrative and
temporality function in her practice.

Performance Evening
Harrison Ritchie-Jones, Arini Byng and Martina
Copley
February 2, 2020
Role
By Harrison Ritchie-Jones
I thought you might have needed the space
By Arini Byng
Performed by Indiana Coole, Megan Payne, Otto
Ivor and Michelle Li, accompanied by harpist
Hannah Lane.
Supported by Yarra City Arts, Room To Create.
The other way of writing
By Martina Copley
Readers: Giulia Cattaneo, Martina Copley,
Camilla Gough, Francesca Rendle-Short and
Elke Varga.

Harrison Ritchie-Jones, Role, 2020.

Financial Report

Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2020
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash on hand
Accounts receivable
Bar float
Prepayments
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

2020
$

2019
$

138,637
670
200
428
1,298

21,896
220
4,994
27,110

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Property, plant and equipment
Less accumulated depreciation
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS
TOTAL ASSETS

3,993
(959)
3,033
142,968

2,541
(429)
2,112
29,222

LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts payable and other payables
Unused grants
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

12,739
81,054
93,376

10,101
9,000
19,101

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS

93,376
49,592

19,101
10,121

EQUITY
Current year earnings
Retained surplus
TOTAL EQUITY

38,100
11,492
49,592

2,242
7,879
10,121

Financial Report

Income and Expenditure Statement for the year ended 30
June 2020
INCOME
Event income
Government grants
Other Government support
Donations
Fundraising
Exhibition and performance fees
Studio hire
Venue hire
Interest income
TOTAL INCOME

2020
$

2019
$

1,990
71,555
15,660
4,085
350
100
2,940
40,940
42
142,665

1,910
34,220
7,590
3,240
4,200
47,250
33
98,441

COST OF SALES
Fundraising cost of sales
TOTAL COST OF SALES
GROSS PROFIT

330
330
142,335

945
945
102,498

EXPENDITURE
Salaries (management & administrative)
Artist fees
Salaries (casual staff)
Bar costs
Exhibition materials
Gallery maintenance
GST
Design expenses
Hospitality
Photographic documentation
Promotional material
Accounting and audit fees
Depreciation
Insurance
Internet and phone
Legal, finance and governance costs
Office sundries
Outgoings
Postage
Rates
Rent
Software subscriptions
Stationery
TOTAL EXPENDITURE
OPERATING RESULT

2020
$

2019
$

31,136
5,774
150
620
427
1,379
2,447
4,500
233
1,700
216
3,420
530
1,251
1,055
516
2,840
15
43,361
450
135
104,235
38,100

9,200
7,167
3,054
331
752
9,045
250
382
651
429
839
1,014
282
241
2,658
13,216
45,478
38
228
95,255
2,241

People
Board:

Diego Ramirez
Thea Jones

Chair/Gallery Manager
Treasurer/Fundraising and Development Coordinator

Maddy Anderson
Jade Bitar
Moorina Bonini
Andy Butler
Charlotte Christie
Harry Croft
Hester Lyon
Chantelle Mitchell
Sophie Moshakis
Alec Reade
Anita Spooner
Siying Zhou

Volunteer Coordinator; Exhibition Liaison & Curatorial Mentor
Volunteer Coordinator
First Nations Programming Coordinator
Exhibition Liaison & Curatorial Mentor
Partnerships & Development (Resigned November 2019)
Legal Advisor
Media Strategist (Commenced November 2019)
Emerging Writers Program Coordinator
Honorary Member (Resigned November 2019)
Engagement Liaison
Public Programs Coordinator (Resigned March 2020)
Exhibition Liaison & Curatorial Mentor

Sponsors/Supporters
SEVENTH is supported by the Australian
Government through the Australia Council
for the Arts; the Victorian Government
through Creative Victoria; and the City of
Yarra.
SEVENTH gratefully acknowledges our bar
sponsors: Good Drinks, Sample Ale, and
Four Pillars.

Image: Sophie Penkethman-Young,
Woolworths Orchid, 2019. Photo by
Lucy Foster.

